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Epilogue: summary and general discussion
Recall the imaginary 75-year old woman who suffered a stroke. She recovered well from
her fall-related hip fracture. During her rehabilitation period, her walking adaptability
was evaluated. Based on the results of this assessment, she not only trained to improve
walking ability and walking speed but also walking adaptability. After this task- and
context-specific rehabilitation program, involving contextual interaction and dual tasking,
she is better able to maneuver through the crowded shopping area, cross multiple busy
streets and walk over uneven pavement while carrying the groceries and telling her
husband what she will be preparing for dinner that night. Nowadays, she is less worried
about tripping or falling while walking through this for her challenging environment.

As illustrated by the fictitious short story above, there is a clear need to evaluate walking
adaptability as part of one’s ability to walk safely in daily life. Moreover, in the case of
poor walking adaptability, there is a need to improve this adaptability to maintain or
regain safe community ambulation and to reduce the risk of falling. This thesis focused
on assessment and training of walking adaptability in clinical practice, suitable for a
variety of persons with gait and/or balance deficits (among whom people with a lowerlimb amputation, people after stroke, and elderly). In this chapter, I will first summarize
the results obtained in this thesis. Thereafter, I will discuss the potential of walkingadaptability assessment and training with gait-dependent augmented reality for clinical
practice, following two dedicated models: 1) the biomedical research translation
continuum and 2) a related conceptual framework for implementation of evidencebased practice. I will continue the discussion with directions for future research before
arriving at the final conclusions of this thesis. Figure 1 again presents the outline of the
core chapters of this thesis, updated with the results obtained in this thesis as will be
summarized below.
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Figure 1. Outline of this thesis with the summarized results
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Epilogue: summary and general discussion

Summary
The overarching aim of this thesis was to examine the reliability, validity, efficacy and
feasibility of walking-adaptability assessment and training with gait-dependent
augmented reality (using the C-Mill and the IWW) as a step towards a large-scale
implementation of assessment and training of walking adaptability in clinical practice.
The studies reported in Chapters 2 to 6 all contributed to this aim.

Chapter 2 focused on gaitography, that is, gait analysis based on the center-of-pressure
trajectories measured while walking on an instrumented treadmill. Gaitography may be
useful for prosthetic gait analyses, as the trajectories in question can be rapidly and
unobtrusively collected over multiple gait cycles without constraining foot placement.
Moreover, the gait characteristics derived from these trajectories may be used to
determine features of gait-dependent environmental context (i.e., obstacles presented at
the location where one would place one’s foot without adjusting gait). The aim of this
study was to assess the within-method test-retest repeatability and between-methods
agreement (instrumented treadmill vs. pressure-insoles system) for temporal gait
events (foot contact, foot off) and gait characteristics (e.g., step times, single-support
duration). Ten male proficient prosthetic walkers with a unilateral trans-femoral or
trans-tibial amputation were equipped with a pressure-insole system and invited to
walk on two separate days on an instrumented treadmill (the C-Mill). Better betweenmethods reproducibility than within-method repeatability was found for temporal gait
characteristics. Step times, stride times and foot-contact events matched well between
the two methods. In contrast, insole-based foot-off events were detected one or two
samples earlier. A similar bias was observed for temporal gait characteristics that
incorporated foot-off events. Small systematic biases notwithstanding, the good
between-methods agreement indicated that temporal gait characteristics may be
determined interchangeably with gaitograms and insoles in persons with a prosthesis.

To underpin the relevance of walking-adaptability assessment and training, Chapter 3
evaluated cognitive-motor interference and task prioritization in dual-task walking in
different walking environments in people after stroke. Increased cognitive-motor
interference and improper task prioritization may contribute to the risk of falling in
people with stroke. Using a repeated-measures design, cognitive-motor interference and
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task prioritization were assessed in thirty stroke survivors while walking in a plain
environment and in two challenging environments enriched with either stationary
physical context (10MWT with environmental context) or suddenly appearing projectorgenerated context (the IWW). All three walking-environment conditions were
performed with and without a concurrent serial-3 subtraction task. Stronger cognitivemotor interference was found for the two challenging environments than for the plain
walking environment. Cognitive-motor interference did not differ between challenging
walking environments, whereas task prioritization did: motor performance was
prioritized more in the environment with physical context than in the environment with
projector-generated context, and vice versa for cognitive-task performance. In
conclusion, walking environment strongly influenced cognitive-motor interference and
task prioritization during dual-task walking in people after stroke.

To evaluate the efficacy of walking-adaptability training with gait-dependent augmented
reality, Chapter 4 reported the design of a randomized controlled trial comparing the
efficacy of two interventions for improving walking speed and walking adaptability:
treadmill-based C-Mill therapy (therapy with gait-dependent augmented reality) and the
overground FALLS program (a conventional therapy program) in people after stroke. It
was hypothesized that C-Mill therapy would result in better outcomes than the FALLS
program, owing to its expected greater amount of walking practice (number of steps
taken per session). To test this hypothesis, a single-center parallel group randomized
controlled trial with pre-intervention, post-intervention, retention, and follow-up tests
was proposed. The protocol recommended to include thirty persons after stroke (at
least three months) with deficits in walking or balance and to randomly allocate them to
either C-Mill therapy or the overground FALLS program for five weeks. Both
interventions incorporated practice of walking adaptability and were matched in terms
of frequency, duration, and therapist attention. The proposed main outcomes were
walking speed and walking adaptability, using 10 Meter Walking Tests with or without
physical context and a novel Interactive Walkway assessment with gait-dependent
projected context. All three assessments were performed with and without a cognitive
dual-task to determine the cognitive dual-task performance and cognitive-motor
interference. Furthermore, the protocol recommended a complementary set of walkingrelated assessments to determine walking ability, walking independence, balance and
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balance confidence. Finally, the study proposed to assess participants’ attitude towards
the intervention using a purpose-designed evaluation questionnaire and the amount of
walking practice were scored using the treadmill’s inbuilt step counter (C-Mill therapy)
and video recordings (FALLS program).

Chapter 5 presented the results of this randomized controlled trial in people after
stroke. No significant improvements in walking speed as assessed with the 10MWT as
the primary outcome measure were found. However, both interventions resulted in
significant improvements in walking speed, walking adaptability and cognitive dual-task
performance when walking in context-enriched environments. Moreover, C-Mill therapy
led to greater improvement in walking speed as assessed with the 10MWT with context
compared to the FALLS program. However, those results were no longer significant at
retention and one-year follow-up. Both interventions were well received, with C-Mill
therapy scoring higher on recommendation to peers, fun and perceived increased
fitness. Moreover, C-Mill training allowed for about twice as many steps compared to the
FALLS program (with similar therapy time). The superior outcomes of the C-Mill therapy
might be explained by this greater amount of walking practice next to the difference in
design of the intervention.

An important step towards large-scale introduction of walking-adaptability assessment
and training with gait-dependent augmented reality in clinical practice was presented in
Chapter 6. We developed a standardized, automatized and patient-tailored progressive
walking-adaptability training protocol, called C-Gait. C-Gait consists of a baseline
walking-adaptability

assessment

involving

seven

putatively

distinct

walking-

adaptability tasks and a decision-algorithm to automatically adapt training content and
execution parameters to (changes in) patients’ performance and perceived challenge.
The aim of the study was to evaluate the content and construct validity of the baseline
assessment, and to examine the feasibility, acceptability and clinical potential of C-Gait
training. Twenty-four healthy adults, twelve healthy elderly and twenty-eight patients
with gait and/or balance deficits (GD) performed the baseline assessment; the GD group
received ten C-Gait training sessions over a 5-week period and also performed posttraining and retention tests (baseline assessment and walking-related clinical
measures). The content and construct validity of the baseline assessment involving
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supposedly distinct walking-adaptability tasks were evidenced by significant differences
over groups and difficulty levels, no-to-moderate correlations with walking-related
clinical measures, and limited correlations between walking-adaptability tasks. C-Gait
training exhibited significant progression in training content and execution, with
considerable between-patient variation and minimal overruling by therapists. C-Gait
training was well accepted by the GD group, which showed improvements in walking
adaptability and general walking ability, which prevailed at retention, indicating clinical
potential. C-Gait appeared valid for walking-adaptability assessments and offers
automatized, standardized and patient-tailored walking-adaptability training, and was
feasible and well accepted, with good potential for improving both task-specific and
generic measures of walking.
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General discussion
Biomedical research translation continuum
To discuss the implications of this thesis for an implementation of walking-adaptability
assessment and training in clinical practice, I used the biomedical research translation
continuum. It refers to the trajectory from a basic science discovery to a practical
application, and ultimately to an improvement of public health [1,2]. To progress to the
next stage on the translation continuum, four practical landmarks are distinguished in
the progression of knowledge, separated by “translation chasms” requiring translation
activities [1]. Previously, Van Ooijen et al. (2017) [3] used this continuum and its
translation chasms (Figure 2) to describe the steps that are required for the assessment
and training of walking adaptability with the C-Mill. Van Ooijen et al. (2017) mainly
focused on the second translation chasm with the aim to progress to a proven clinical
application of the C-Mill. In this thesis, I discuss all three translation chasms of this
framework, as it focuses on all steps preliminary to large(r)-scale implementation of
walking-adaptability assessment and training in clinical practice. Figure 3 positions the
core

chapters

of

this

thesis

along

this

research

translation

continuum.

Figure 2. Biomedical research translation continuum from a basic science discovery to public health
impact [1].
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Figure 3. Outline of this thesis along the research translation continuum.

First translation chasm: Laboratory to Clinical
The first translation chasm describes the process of translation from a basic science
discovery to a potential practical application. Previous studies showed that the
technology underlying the C-Mill, a gait-dependent augmented reality, offers
opportunities for walking-adaptability assessment with adequate face validity and
added unique information to commonly used timed walking tests (as described by Van
Ooijen et al., 2017 [3]). However, research on the reliability of C-Mill gaitography in
groups with gait pathologies were lacking. Hence, the first translation chasm could not
be bridged because there was no evidence for the potential practical application of
reliable gait-dependent augmented context in persons with gait pathologies. Considering
that the generation of this augmented context and gait-dependent contextual
manipulations is based on gait characteristics quantified by the instrumented treadmill,
the results of Chapter 2 underpinned the reliability with good repeatability and
between-methods agreement of these gait characteristics in people with a lower-limb
amputation.

Secondly, as described in the Introduction, the development of walking-adaptability
assessment and training was inspired by the finding that walking adaptability is reduced
in people with gait and/or balance deficits (e.g., people after stroke, people with a lowerlimb amputation, fall-prone elderly). This may contribute to their comparatively high fall
risk, considering that most falls result from a trip, slip or misplaced step while walking
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[4-9]. Moreover, attentional demands of walking are often elevated in older people and
in people after stroke [10-14], especially when step adjustments (under time pressure)
are required [15,16]. Therefore, the translational research started with the basic science
discovery that assessment and training of walking ability should include the complex
situations of everyday walking requiring step adjustments [17-21]. In other words,
walking ability assessment and training should be made more context-specific. The
results of Chapter 3 substantiated this by showing that walking environment affects
cognitive-motor interference in people after stroke. Moreover, the type of context used
in such assessments and training (e.g., stationary physical context or suddenly appearing
projector-generated context) seems important. As mentioned in the Introduction,
physical obstacles are potential trip hazards. Hence, assessment and training tasks with
physical context are potentially unsafe. This may be resolved with projector-generated
context, with the added benefit that it easily allows for eliciting step adjustments under
high time pressure demands, as should often be made during real life walking (e.g.,
sudden obstacle avoidance). The results of Chapter 3 showed that the different types of
environmental context (augmented or physical context) did not result in differences in
cognitive-motor interference. However, significant differences in task prioritization
were observed: people after stroke adhered more to the posture-first principle [15]
when walking in environments enriched with stationary physical context than in
environments enriched with suddenly appearing projector-generated context.
Therefore, to bridge the first translation chasm, task prioritization should be taken into
account when evaluating cognitive-motor interference of walking-adaptability
assessments or when training paradigms with different types of walking environments
are used.

Second translation chasm: Safety and Efficacy Research
The second chasm describes the translation to a proven clinical application to assess and
train walking adaptability, and involves research on the safety of a clinical application as
well as efficacy studies of the clinical application. The studies contained in this thesis
indicate that participants were generally able to successfully and safely perform the
adaptability exercises on the instrumented treadmill and Interactive Walkway.
Chapters 5 and 6 revealed no adverse events and reported only mild discomfort during
and after adaptability treadmill training sessions. Walking-adaptability assessment and
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training thus appear safe to deliver in different patient populations with gait and or
balance deficits. These findings are in line with the results reported in the thesis of van
Ooijen et al. (2017).

Besides the safety of a clinical application, this chasm describes the efficacy of a clinical
application. Few studies on the efficacy of walking-adaptability training have been
conducted to date [22-27]. However, for interventions to be proven effective, more effect
studies with a control group are required. Chapters 4 and 5 described such a
randomized controlled trial. Two walking-adaptability interventions (FALLS program
and C-Mill therapy) were compared and both interventions showed to be effective in
people after stroke. Additionally, Chapter 5 showed that C-Mill therapy has a minor but
superior effect compared to the FALLS program. This superior effect of C-Mill therapy
could be explained by the higher amount of movement practice; however, the difference
in type of context might also have influenced the difference in outcome measures
between the interventions. This difference in type of environmental context will be
further discussed in the Limitations and Recommendations section. The lack of
significant improvements in standard walking speed after both walking-adaptability
interventions provided supporting evidence for context-specific walking-ability
assessments (First translation chasm). The standard walking-speed assessment might
not be specific enough to evaluate walking-adaptability interventions. To summarize,
Chapter 2, 3, 4, and 5 have led to an addition to the translation of the walkingadaptability assessment and training from the basic science discovery towards a proven
clinical application (First and Second translation chasms).

Third translation chasm: Implementation and Adoption
Translation activities in this third chasm focus on implementing and adopting a proven
clinical application in clinical practice (Figure 2). As described in the thesis of Van Ooijen
(2017), the C-Mill is currently used in several clinical centers; however, large-scale
implementation and RCTs of walking-adaptability assessment and training require
bundling the knowledge into standardized protocols and evidence-based guidelines [3].
To facilitate this, the automatized, standardized and patient-tailored progressive C-Mill
walking training protocol, C-Gait, was developed (Chapter 6). This C-Gait walkingadaptability protocol contains the main elements of rehabilitation programs to improve
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walking ability. Namely, personalized, context-specific walking-adaptability training
incorporating sufficiently large amounts of movement practice and relevant
performance feedback. Another benefit of C-Gait is the complementary set of walkingadaptability tasks (goal-directed stepping, tandem walking, obstacle avoidance, slalom
walking, adaptation to suddenly shifting obstacles and targets, adaptation to speed
changes and dual-task walking). Previous studies used only obstacle avoidance tasks to
enrich the environment; however, that is just a single domain of walking adaptability
[17]. Furthermore, C-Gait appears valid, feasible, and shows clinical potential. Is this
sufficient evidence to complete the third translation chasm? In other words, can this
automatized, standardized and patient-tailored progressive walking-adaptability
assessment and training protocol be implemented in clinical practice? In the next
section, I will use a conceptual framework to elaborate on how to enable the
implementation of C-Gait in clinical practice.

Enabling implementation: a conceptual framework
Implementation of clinical applications is most successful when two factors are fulfilled:
1) there is appropriate facilitation of the change and 2) the evidence for the clinical
application is high [28]. With regard to the first factor, an external expert in change
management could be appointed to help understand and introduce the application, in
this case C-Gait, in clinical practice [28]. Such an external facilitator seems to play a key
role in successful implementation by stimulating and guiding change, and by training a
local, internal facilitator who reinforces support on a daily basis, as is required to
achieve sustained changes [28]. The second factor, the evidence, is defined in this
context as the combination of 1) clinical expertise, 2) patients’ choice, and 3) research
[28]. In the next paragraphs, I will discuss those three dimensions of evidence needed to
enable implementation and adoption of clinical applications, and I will show how the CGait walking-adaptability protocol is, in its current form, able to provide those.
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Clinical Expertise

Research

Patients’ Choice

Evidence

Figure 4. The ingredients (clinical expertise, patients’ choice, research) for evidence to enable
implementation and adoption of clinical applications.
A conceptual framework.

Clinical expertise
Clinical expertise is one of the ingredients of evidence enabling implementation and
adoption of clinical applications (Figure 4). The consensus among clinicians can be low,
signaling low evidence, or may be high, signaling strong evidence [28]. As described in
Chapter 6, the clinical expertise in walking-adaptability assessment and training was
merged to one standardized C-Gait training protocol. This yields high consensus and
thereby strong evidence in clinical expertise. Moreover, due to the collaboration among
science, clinical professionals and industry, the developed C-Gait protocol was directly
integrated in the training device. This resulted in a protocol in which every training
session is an assessment providing input for the next training session (Figure 5). In this
manner,

the

walking-adaptability assessments

and training become

literally

intertwined. The major strength of C-Gait is that less expertise is needed to control the
device, to evaluate walking adaptability and to make appropriate decisions to adjust
walking-adaptability training. Furthermore, the therapist supervising the training is less
drawn away from monitoring and assisting the patient. The advantages of being less
time consuming and being easy to use are particularly important when more patients
need to be trained simultaneously. This is likely unavoidable given the aging of the
(worldwide) population, which would result in an increasing number of patients with
balance and/or gait deficits. Additionally, this automatized and standardized training
protocol is progressive and patient-tailored regardless of the diagnosis, yet based on the
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gait and/or balance deficits. For each individual, the C-Gait training protocol is adjusted
to his/her performance and limitations and adapts continuously to possible changes in
this performance. This holds promise for implementation of this training protocol in
diverse patient populations, including those not covered in this thesis (e.g., persons with
post-polio neuromuscular impairments, persons with Parkinson’s disease). To sum up,
the clinical expertise is integrated in the C-Gait protocol, which shows high consensus
and thereby strong evidence in the clinical expertise bucket of the enabling
implementation framework (Figure 4).

C-Gait assessment (baseline training)
Training 1
Training 2
Training 3

Figure 5. The main concept of the automatized, standardized patient-tailored training protocol C-Gait.
Every training is an assessment and provides input for the next training.

Patients’ choice
Patients’ choice is another bucket of evidence enabling implementation and adoption of
clinical applications (Figure 4). Patients’ opinions may range from being completely
overlooked (low evidence) to a process of systematic feedback and input into decision
making (high evidence) [28]. The proof-of-concept study (Chapter 6) already showed
that C-Gait was well accepted. Although this study lacked a control group, a similar
positive attitude towards walking-adaptability training on an instrumented treadmill
with gait-dependent augmented reality was also found in a previous RCT [25] and in
Chapter 5. In addition, C-Gait is a personalized protocol and integrates patients’ choice
or opinion into the C-Gait training protocol itself (i.e., ratings of experienced difficulty).
In its current form, patients are able to score the perceived difficulty, which is used (next
to performance of the previous training) to select the difficulty level of a certain
walking-adaptability task. Besides, therapists can adjust the settings of particular
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training parameters of the advised protocol if deemed necessary. In the future, this
could be extended by letting the patient select certain tasks themselves. For example, if
the 75-year old woman who suffered a stroke only wants to improve obstacle avoidance,
speeding up and slowing down, and dual tasking, she can select those walkingadaptability tasks and train them in a controlled and focused session. In this way, she is
able to adjust the training protocol to a for her challenging environment. This indicates
high evidence in patients’ choice, because of their control and input in the training
protocol. The C-Gait walking-adaptability training protocol presented in Chapter 6
could also be considered a first step towards a possible home-based intervention due to
its automatized and patient-tailored nature.

Research
Research evidence may be presented as unsystematic, anecdotal and descriptive (low
evidence), to rigorously and systematically controlled trials and reviews (high evidence)
[28]. Previous studies demonstrated the benefits and efficacy of walking-adaptability
assessment and training with gait-dependent augmented reality and this thesis further
contributed to this research evidence. However, only Chapter 6 examined the newly
developed C-Gait training protocol. Although this study showed positive results, this
proof-of-concept study included only a small group of participants and had no control
group. Therefore, the research should follow up on this proof-of-concept study with a
larger randomized controlled trial (RCT) to increase the level of evidence. Such studies,
with more participants, therapists and care centers, seem now quite feasible owing to CGait’s automatized and standardized nature of assessment and training, which may help
answering questions such as which patient would benefit most from treadmill-based
walking-adaptability

training.

The

developed

patient-tailored

C-Gait

walking-

adaptability assessment and training protocol may facilitate identification of responders
and non-responders to walking-adaptability training by collecting and combining
standardized baseline and training data suitable for database research.

Although the C-Gait protocol may facilitate large-scale RCTs, it seems that the evidence
in research is currently too low to close the third translation chasm and implement this
walking-adaptability assessment and training protocol in clinical practice. However, one
can question whether it is necessary to complete the third chasm before the C-Gait
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training protocol can be adopted and implemented in clinical practice. After all, scientific
evidence is but one of the relevant dimensions. If, for example, an application is found to
be highly effective but is rejected by clinicians and patients, it is unlikely to be widely
taken up. Likewise, if clinical experience and patient preferences favor the application,
even though research evidence is low, then it may still be likely that the application will
be adopted in practice. In the case of the C-Mill, it seems that practice has overtaken
scientific research, because the C-Mill is already being (internationally) used in clinical
practice, while research evidence on its efficacy is still scarce.

Limitations and Recommendations
In addition to the aforementioned recommendations for future research to complete the
third translation chasm, some other recommendations as well as limitations with regard
to walking-adaptability assessment and training need to be discussed. Firstly, the
studies in this thesis used a broad range of outcome measures to establish the efficacy of
walking-adaptability training, however the studies did not provide results in daily life
walking, incidence of falls, participation or cost-effectiveness. To further establish the
apparent merits of automatized, standardized and patient-tailored progressive walkingadaptability training, a comparison to conventional gait training or conventional C-Mill
training may be required. In addition, future research should be focusing on the clinical
(cost)effectiveness of walking-adaptability training using measures of daily physical
activity, participation and falls in order to explore putative public health impact.

Secondly, although the studies in this thesis showed promising results for the
assessment and training of walking adaptability, some aspects of the design paradigms
should be considered, starting with overground vs. treadmill walking. Treadmill walking
does not allow for stopping or even slowing down before crossing an obstacle, due to the
fixed speed. This makes training of walking adaptability with the C-Mill less useful in
fragile populations, who often slowdown in complex environments (Chapter 3).
Overground walking could be more suitable to train this population to adopt a safe
strategy when walking in a complex environment (see also Future Technology section).

Thirdly, walking adaptability – as defined by Patla and Shumway-Cook [29] and
Balasubramanian et al. [17] – is a multi-faceted construct. The studies in this thesis only
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addressed some aspects of walking adaptability. Due to the chosen methods, we were
restricted to assess and train walking adaptability while walking straight ahead. Turning
or walking in another directing or sideways, which is necessary to manoeuver through
traffic, were not part of the described assessments and training protocols. Although the
slalom walking task (as part of C-Gait, see Chapter 6) requires some turning, several
other aspects of walking adaptability remained underexposed (e.g., walking in the dark,
Walking while attending to additional motor tasks, walking on uneven ground). For this
reason, C-Gait should best be considered as an integral part of a rehabilitation program
instead of a secluded intervention. Overground walking seems more suitable for training
these other aspects of walking adaptability (see Future Technology).

In addition, the type of context plays an important role during walking-adaptability
assessment and training. As mentioned before, physical context can be used to mimic
walking in daily life, which may enhance the ecological validity of gait assessment and
training. On the other hand, augmented context might be a safer way, since patients
cannot physically trip as could be the case when negotiating real obstacles. Moreover,
augmented context allows for tailoring the context to the specific needs and challenges
of an individual person (e.g., sudden obstacle avoidance). However, the 2D projections
for walking-adaptability assessment and training might also be considered as a
limitation for its low consequence of failure and ecological validity. Using 3D
holographic obstacles may be a safe solution (see Future Technology).

Future technology?
As mentioned before, treadmill walking might be less suitable for fragile populations.
Therefore, the IWW for an overground assessment of walking adaptability, as described
and used in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, represents an interesting development. The reliability
of the IWW in both healthy adults and fall-prone older adults including patients with
Parkinson’s disease and stroke was recently described in the PhD thesis of Daphne
Geerse (2019) [30] in a collaborative project within the Technology in Motion
consortium (tim.lumc.nl). Time series of 3D full-body kinematics and derived gait
parameters obtained with a multi-Kinect v2 set-up matched well with those derived
with an Optotrak motion-recording system, generally considered the gold standard in
terms of 3D measurement accuracy of human movement [31]. Moreover, results have
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shown that IWW walking-adaptability outcome measures are reliable and sensitive to
task and subject variations in well-functioning healthy persons [32]. Although the IWW
sometimes has difficulty recognizing patients caused by certain body postures (see
excluded participants in Chapter 5), it has the benefit of allowing natural responses,
such as slowing down in a complex environment or turning away from an obstacle.
Therefore, a combination of the C-Gait training protocol (with the benefits of training
walking adaptability on a treadmill) with the IWW overground walking-adaptability
assessment and training could be beneficial in clinical practice.

A second aspect considered is that projected environmental context imposes no height
fluctuations and resulting constraints, evoking primarily step adjustments in the
horizontal direction rather than in horizontal and vertical directions as required for
real-life 3D obstacle (e.g., steps, curbs, and inclines) avoidance. The development of the
HoloLens, a wearable mixed-reality headset that understands its environment into
which smart 3D holographic content can be presented, may provide a solution. This
could potentially be used in combination with the IWW or even as a mobile stand-alone
version in order to give an extra dimension to the presented visual context. The PhD
project of Bert Coolen at our department focuses on such 3D mixed-reality actorenvironment interactions, including studies on holographic obstacle avoidance.

Conclusions
In the present thesis, the reliability, validity, feasibility and efficacy of walkingadaptability assessment and training with gait-dependent augmented reality (using the
C-Mill and IWW) were evaluated. The results suggested that walking-adaptability
assessment was valid and reliable. Walking-adaptability training was shown to be
effective in improving walking speed and walking adaptability in persons after stroke.
Moreover, the standardized automatized and patient-tailored progressive walkingadaptability training protocol seems feasible and well accepted, with good potential for
improving both task-specific and generic measures of walking. The insights obtained in
this thesis provided some important preliminary steps towards larger scale
implementation of walking-adaptability assessment and training with gait-dependent
augmented reality in clinical practice, aimed at maintaining or regaining safe community
ambulation and ultimately lowering the risk of falls.
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